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Remax Car Holder. RM-C61 with 15W inductive charger (black)
Enjoy free access to your phone's navigation or music player. The Remax car mount is distinguished by its robust design and provides
the required stability in all conditions. What's more, it offers 15W inductive charging, so you don't have to give up navigation when your
phone needs a refill. The electric arms automatically adjust to the size of your device, and the 360° rotation capability will allow you to
position it as you are comfortable. The product is designed to be mounted in the ventilation grille.
 
Childishly easy installation
The mount is  suitable for various types of  air  vents.  All  you need to do is  attach it  with a clip.  Thanks to its  clever design,  the holder
ensures stability even when road conditions leave much to be desired, so you don't have to worry about your phone falling as soon as
you brake sharply.
 
More than a holder
Now you can use navigation or play music even when your phone needs charging. The holder supports inductive charging, so you can
top up your phone's power while it's placed in the holder. The 15-watt power makes charging fast and safe. To charge the holder, simply
use the USB-C cable.
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Full comfort while driving
The arms of the holder work electrically, so you will place your phone in it using one hand. Just insert your device between the arms of
the holder and the arms will close themselves, guaranteeing a stable clamp for the entire ride. What's more, to make it more convenient
for you, you can position your device vertically or horizontally. The choice is yours!
 
Manufacturer
Remax
Model
RM-C61
Color
black
Material
ABS + PC
Weight
106 g
Rated voltage
5V/9V
Compatible devices
4.7-6.7 inches
Charging port
USB-C

Price:

Before: € 12.5952

Now: € 12.00
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